BRADEN CCD 90360
FAYETTE CORNERS CCD 91216
MOSCOW−LA GRANGE CCD 92344
OAKLAND CCD 92512
ROSSVILLE CCD 92864
SOMERVILLE CCD 93088

MISSISSIPPI 28
TENNESSEE 47

BENTON 009
FAYETTE 047
MARSHALL 093
SHELBY 157
TIPTON 167

89.668889W
35.408403N

The plotted map scale is 1:63360

The boundaries shown on this map are for Census Bureau statistical data collection and tabulation purposes only; their depiction and designation for statistical purposes does not constitute a determination of jurisdictional authority or rights of ownership or entitlement.

All legal boundaries and names are as of January 1, 2000.

SYMBOL
NAME STYLE

INTERNATIONAL
AIR (FEDERAL)
Tribal Land
OTSA / TDSA
AIR (STATE)
STATE
COUNTY
Consolidated City
CENSUS COUNTY DIV.
Incorporated Place
Census Designated Place
Census Tract
Military

Abbreviation Reference: AIR = American Indian Reservation; Trust Land = Off-Reservation Trust Land; OTSA = Oklahoma Tribal Statistical Area; TDSA = Tribal Designated Statistical Area; Tribal Subdivision = American Indian Tribal Subdivision; SDAISA = State Designated American Indian Statistical Area

FEATURES

River / Lake
Glacier
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